CONDUIT CARRIERS
Aerodynamic and durable storage
Confidently secure long material for transportation on your
work vehicle.

Available in 8, 10, or 12 ft

The 5” square carrier offers greater storage capacity or volume
than the alternative 6” PVC pipe solution. The aerodynamic
design minimizes wind noise at high speeds. Aluminum
construction is durable, lasting for the duration of your work
vehicle.
Carriers are available for most ErgoRack or AluRack products
in 8, 10 or 12 feet lengths.

Spliced Conduit Carrier
Spliced model carriers ship in two parts (one box) and are
joined together with a padded aluminum coupler or splice
to form a full size carrier comparable to a one piece design.
Compact packaging for the spliced conduit carrier components
was designed to minimize shipping and handling expenses or
challenges.

Padlock ready cap helps
deter theft

Steel reinforced cap
helps secure contents

Accessories
See and be seen with strobe or beacon lights mounted to
your conduit carrier. Contact Prime Design to learn more.

Compact, UPS compatible, packaging

Deter theft and secure contents
with padlock ready cap.

Steel reinforcement plates behind
black end caps keep contents secure
- tested to 11Gs.

Lightweight and durable

Powder coated aluminum extends
the product’s life and helps maintain
the vehicle’s professional image.

aluminum construction.
No drill installation maintains
vehicle warranty and resale.
NOMINAL
LENGTH

INTERIOR (USABLE)
LENGTH

TYPE

WEIGHT

CROSSBAR SPACING
(MAXIMUM)

SHIPPING
DIMENSIONS

CON-8004

8 ft.

8’ 8”

Spliced

26 lb.

7 ft.

13 x 6 x 70 in

CON-8005

10 ft.

10’ 8”

Spliced

30 lb.

8 ft.

13 x 6 x 70 in

CON-8006

12 ft.

12’ 3”

Spliced

33 lbs.

8 ft.

13 x 6 x 70 in

Search term “Prime
Design Conduit Carrier”
to find more information.
1689 OAKDALE AVE., SUITE 102, WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118
877-463-7225 INFO@PRIMEDESIGN.NET
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